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 How many of you have coached at 10+ 
schools throughout your career?  7-9?  4-
6? 2-3? 1? 

 Even if you have moved around, how 
many of you have been coaching at the 
same school for 5+years?  10+?  15+?  
20+?  More? 



This session will describe my coaching 
style, but keep in mind that my 

perspective is that of one who has 
coached her entire 17-year career at 

the same school.   
 

 



 Believe in every kid until they teach you 
not to.  Then set the example without 
forcing them to want it.  Then give them 
a chance to teach you to believe again. 

 Support kids in what they aspire to do, 
and inspire kids to do what they would 
never think to do on their own. 

 Discover what drives each individual. 



 Individual-focused:  Enjoy coaching the hard 
working 8:00miler to PR as much as the 
4:20miler dropping into the 4-teens, and 
encourage top kids to feel that way about 
others as well 
◦ Encourages overall love of the sport & team 

 Current race pace-based training intervals for 
most of season, goal race pace-based 2/3 of 
season on 



 Every distance runner try all distances, 
regardless of individual preference (expose to 
everything!), never limit a runner to one 
event, or allow them to limit themselves; 
encourage open-mindedness 

 Truly learn pace:   
◦ Pace Olympics, pointing out pacing mistakes as 

lessons for true, lasting learning 

◦ Constructive criticism of race & workout splits 



 Vary running locations, terrain, methods 
 EXPLAIN workouts:  construction process, 

what it will do for the athlete, what it 
simulates, WHY it will make them better  

 Value rest  
 Mental training:  do anything you can to 

relax the kids and help them to enjoy their 
work; this is even more important now than 
it was in the past 
 

 



 St. Patrick’s Day Bigger or Better Green Run 

 Easter Egg Hunt workout 

 Valentine’s Heart Search 

 Pace Olympics 

 Question Run 

 New/Interesting location runs 

 Scavenger Hunts 

 Phone Number or Birthday Runs 



Conditioning-style, “work 
endurance” 

Vary up-tempo speeds, find various 
gears in many workouts 

 Longer intervals with active recovery 
◦Cloverleaf Challenge (vs. last year self) 
◦XC-mile repeats of varied gear shift 

speeds, 1200s, but always a little faster      
◦               “flair” here and there 

 
 



 Instill basic strength exercise routine: 
 Single-Leg Squats 
Runner’s 4 
 Supermans 
Plate Runners 
 Standing Broad Jumps 

https://horizonphysicaltherapy.com
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 Learning experiences 

 Treat as practice meets 

 Teach warm-up, calls, 
cool-down so that 
come meet days, 
runners can be self-
sufficient and not in 
need of coach 
reminders 

 Distribute results that 
include each runners’ past 
time trial times, and also 
times of great runners of 
the past 

 Set next several weeks of 
workout interval time 
goals based on time trial, 
unless the trial was run 
very inefficiently 







 Workouts with specific purpose & explanation 
 Offer 800m-, 1600m-, & 3200m-focused work each 

week, improving endurance & speed as to not limit 
athletes 

 Early-mid:  “Early Tire” Workouts—Incorporate 
longer more tiring intervals followed by quick 
turnaround of up-tempo or speed production to 
simulate exhaustion during race and need to 
produce power and speed when tired 
◦ Example:  1mi @ 2-mi race pace, 1min rest, then 

immediately 3-4x800m (each with a specific and different 
instruction of pace changes throughout like 1st 400m @ mi 
race pace, 2nd 400m backed off up-tempo pace, etc.) 

 



 Design many workout sets as intervals that add 
up to one race distance, and do several sets; 
explain the focus of each interval that can be 
visualized during race 

 Example: 
◦ 2-3x(400 @ 1600m race pace ADRENALINE 

START, 600 @ 1600m pace MEAT OF DISTANCE, 
400 @ 800m or 1600m race pace DREADED 3RD 
LAP, 200 @ kick pace KICK), with 2min rest 
between intervals, 3-5min between sets 
 



 Incorporate end of interval increased speed 
◦ Rally Speed Workout 

 Prefontaine Workout (in XC & track season) 
◦ 5sec slower than 5K race pace / 
◦ 5sec faster than 5K race pace 
◦ Example:  35/45 
◦ Hit on or faster than goal time = HIT 
◦ Hit slower than goal time = MISS 
◦ After 3 misses, stop; then complete 400s 
◦ Compete with self of past, other greats 

 
 



 Reduce quantity, emphasize quality, protect from 
soreness 

 Keep some (not all) workouts with active and limited 
recovery to preserve and protect endurance 

 Make some high-quality, low-quantity workouts 
include extended rest 

 Incorporate some intervals that require runner to get 
off the line quicker than they intend to in a race (like 
800m Supersets): 
◦ Prep them for if/when this happens, to recover & still race well 

◦ Improve how well they feel when start more appropriately 



Keep detailed records, share with 
kids constantly:  use for 
split/strategy/goal comparison to the 
past greats the runners know of, no 
matter how far back 
◦Let them become legends, build 
respect of those legends, and show 
kids they can surpass legends 

 













 “Trust the process” 

 TALK, TALK, TALK WITH KIDS 

 In key hefty workouts, try requiring something 
that seems impossible but slightly reachable for 
top kids, in preparation for Region/State; remind 
them of that accomplishment  
◦ Example:  20x400m @ 1600m race pace, in sets of 4 or 

5, require a top athlete to hit 55 in the 16th 400m and 
then still finish the workout hitting pace on each 
remaining 400m; the “Jarryd Wallace effect” 

 



Race strategy: 
◦ “3rd TWO” 

◦ “3rd FOUR” 

◦Consistent breakdown of past splits 
(others & self) 

◦Avoidance of the oxygen debt issue 

 



Offer additional opportunities for 
finishing unfinished business: 
◦Personal letdown of 1998 

◦ “Warrior Mile” & “Warrior 800m” 

◦Post-season meets  



 Believe in every kid until they teach you 
not to.  Then set the example without 
forcing them to want it.  Then give them 
a chance to teach you to believe again. 

 Support kids in what they aspire to do, 
and inspire kids to do what they would 
never think to do on their own. 

 Discover what drives each individual. 



Thank you! 
 

Questions? 


